
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOOTFALL MONITORS - DESIGN DETAILS 
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

Footfall monitors are designed to measure the step count of passers-by with the aim to 
1. Evaluate level of activity in an area by measuring footfall count. 
2. Evaluate the effect of streetlights on the level of activity. 

 
For the purpose of this study, the 7 footfall monitors are deployed beside 7 streetlights. The 
footfall monitors were deployed prior to commissioning of streetlights to gather baseline data 
and evaluate the impact of streetlights on the footfall count. The key constituents of footfall 
monitors are listed in Table 1. The total cost of a monitor is £92.88. 

TABLE 1: Constituents of footfall monitors  

COMPONENT  DESCRIPTION  LINK 

Raspberry Pi 
3B 

Microprocessor  https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-

pi-3-model-b/  
PiFace Real 
Time Clock  

To collect real time of data 
collection  

http://www.piface.org.uk/products/piface_clock/  

CAM008 70º 
night vision 
camera 
module  

IR sensor to measure footfall https://shop.pimoroni.com/products/night-vision-

camera-module-for-raspberry-

pi?variant=12516582752339&gclid=Cj0KCQjw

r4beBRDNARIsAGZaZ5cTTxJ6JmubJ_od9huh

NLf9Phx5n86tLlx2SAV8KHmE4PhUIwNWoR

YaAnbUEALw_wcB#description  
Raspberry Pi 
casing  

Casing for Raspberry board  https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-

pi-3-case/  

 
Raspberry Pi is the central unit of the system that runs a program to sense the footfall count as 
measured by the IR sensor. The IR sensor counts footfall by tracking the number of times a 
horizontal beam of light is “broken” when a person crosses a store threshold. If new data is 
recorded by the sensor, the updated footfall count along with the direction of movement and 
the current time (measured from PiFace RTC) is stored onto an SD card. A packet containing the 
updated values is also transmitted to the heed-data server hosted at Coventry University 
through Wi-Fi. Fig. 1 illustrates the design of a footfall monitor. 
 

 

https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/
http://www.piface.org.uk/products/piface_clock/
https://shop.pimoroni.com/products/night-vision-camera-module-for-raspberry-pi?variant=12516582752339&gclid=Cj0KCQjwr4beBRDNARIsAGZaZ5cTTxJ6JmubJ_od9huhNLf9Phx5n86tLlx2SAV8KHmE4PhUIwNWoRYaAnbUEALw_wcB
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Fig. 1: Footfall monitor  

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The footfall monitors are programmed to record footfall count and direction of movement (left-
to-right or right-to-left) with respect to the monitor along with the timestamp values each time a 
new step count is recorded. The functionality is implemented using the code available by the 
manufacturers with minor adjustments. The scripts for implementation can be found here  

DEPLOYMENT DETAILS 
 

For the purpose of this study, 7 footfall monitors were deployed in Khalte camp, Nepal, in 
December 2018. The Raspberry Pi board is fitted with PiFace real time clock and boxed inside the 
Raspberry Pi casing. The IR sensor is connected to the Raspberry Pi using a ribbon wire and taped 
on top of the casing in a fixed position. The entire device is then packaged inside a waterproof 
casing as shown in fig 2.  The device is powered through a fixed supply and the cables are 
inserted through small holes drilled on the clear lid of the box. Fig. 3 shows a footfall monitor 
mounted on a pole beside a streetlight. The GPS location for these devices can be found here. 

https://github.com/jbrusey/Footfall
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?ll=27.992619862079057%2C85.18321082883608&z=19&mid=1rbRjr9jWgoncqUeFudlj2iOWLAqd-lQe
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Fig. 2: Footfall monitor packaged and enclosed in a waterproof casing 

 

 
Fig. 3: Footfall monitor mounted beside a streetlight in Khalte camp, Nepal 
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CHALLENGES FACED POST DEPLOYMENT 

 
1. Damage to footfall: In April 2019, footfall monitor 7 was damaged due to a gust of storm 

and heavy rains in the camp. This monitor was replaced in May 2019. 
2. Power outages: These are common in the camp. Data is lost during this time as the 

devices have no access to power. 
3. Internet connectivity: The availability and reliability of Wi-Fi continues to be an issue for 

the transmission of data to heed-data server.  

DATA ANALYSIS 
 

Table 2 contains the description of data collected by footfall monitors.  
 
TABLE 2: Data collected by footfall monitors 

DATA FIELD  VARIABLE NAME  UNITS  DESCRIPTION  

Timestamp  Timestamp  Unix time  Real time when data is collected in Unix 

time format (number of seconds since 1st 

January 1970). A timestamp conversion 

tool, such as 

https://www.epochconverter.com/, can 

be used to convert the unixtime into a 

readable format 

Node ID  Hostname Decimal 

format  

Unique ID of the footfall monitor 

Footfall count  Direction  Decimal 

format  

The direction (represented by +/-) and 

count of footfalls (0, 1 or 2) recorded at 

the current timestamp. The count of 

footfalls represents the number of people 

passing in this instance 

Cumulative 

footfall count  

Total Decimal 

format  

The accumulation or sum of the absolute 

of all “Direction” values since recording 

started. This total might be used to infer 

the amount of pedestrian traffic over a 

period of time by looking at how the value 

changes over that period 

Sequence 

number 

Sequence  Decimal 

format  

A numerical value that is incremented for 

successive packets. This value might be 

https://www.epochconverter.com/
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used to identify when some packets have 

not been received 

 

A sample of data collected by footfall monitor 1 is shown in Table 3. 

 

TABLE 3: Sample data for footfall monitors 

TIMESTAMP HOSTNAME DIRECTION TOTAL SEQUENCE 

1543823453 footfall1 2 2 0 

1543823460 footfall1 -2 4 1 

1543823461 footfall1 2 6 2 

1543823474 footfall1 -2 8 3 

1543823524 footfall1 1 9 4 

 

Using the data above, following analysis is intended to be performed.  

1. Evaluate the patterns of movement – time of day, daily, weekly, monthly, seasonal.  

2. Evaluate effect of streetlight on level of activity.  
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